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Insights from scalable fabrication to operational
stability and industrial opportunities
for perovskite solar cells and modules
M. Bilal Faheem,1,* Bilawal Khan,2 Jaweria Z. Hashmi,3 Abiral Baniya,4 W.S. Subhani,2
Raja Sekhar Bobba,4 Abdullah Yildiz,5 and Quinn Qiao4,*

SUMMARY

Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have a comparable performance to silicon and other thin-film photovoltaic (PV) technologies, which are
near commercialization. PSCs have several advantages over other
established PV technologies such as higher power output, enhanced
performance at low light intensities, and mechanical flexibility,
which allow their integration into several applications. Industrial opportunities include specific applications in building-integrated photovoltaics, agrivoltaics, and the internet of things. Although it is
likely that PSCs will enter a commercialization phase, there are remaining challenges related to various economic and technical issues, including scalable fabrication and operational stability. Here,
we review advanced techniques for scalable fabrication and operational stability of PSCs and perovskite solar modules. The required
characteristics, such as operational stability and fabrication costs,
that remain a challenge to be resolved before entering the PV market are discussed. Moreover, a proposed framework is presented
for PSC technology based on material evolution with the perspective of massive scale deployment and marketplace values.
INTRODUCTION
Organo-metal halide perovskites over the past few years have risen as promising
photoactive materials for solar to electrical energy conversion, and power-conversion efficiency (PCE) of solar-cell devices has already climbed from 3.8% (2009)1 to
25.5% (2021).2 Perovskites as auspicious light harvesters and potentially photoactive
materials have surpassed the first-generation c-Si and other thin-film photovoltaic
(PV) technologies (CdTe, CIGS, etc.), which is a feat in terms of efficiency.2,3 The
unique properties of perovskite materials such as ultra-long carrier diffusion
length,4–6 carrier multiplication7 and photon recycling,8 ease of bandgap tuning
through doping,9 inexpensive material processing and deposition,10,11 defect tolerance,12,13 and excellent charge transportation14–17 make these materials promising
to keep the stunning pace of their PCE achievement comparable to first- and second-generation PVs.18,19 Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) engrossed significant attention after the first-ever reported solid-state PSC was fabricated with an efficiency
of 9.7% and around 500-h stability.20 PCE got further attention (Figure 1A) for
PSCs developed through solution-based spin-coating methods by 2019, and an efficiency of up to 25.5% was attained.2 Theoretical calculations present an enormous
space left to fill regarding PSC’s experimental PCEs achieved to date, as shown in
Figure 1B.21 However, all PSCs with record PCEs have been achieved while utilizing
small active-area substrates (0.1 cm2). To place PSCs near commercialization
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Figure 1. Rise of power-conversion efficiency of PSCs against time and theoretical PCE values
(A) PCE rise for PSCs over the past decade with first derivative plots versus time.
(B) Comparison of theoretical and practical laboratory-scale PCEs for different perovskite
compositions.

standards, a device with an active area of >800 cm2 ought to demonstrate such a
high PCE (25%). For instance, large-area devices or perovskite solar modules
(PSMs) are categorized as sub- or mini-modules with active areas of 200–800 and
<200 cm2, respectively.22 A seven-series cell-based PSM (mini-module) developed
by Microquanta (Chinese PV industry) having a designated illumination area of
17.277 cm2 presented PCEs of 15.24% (2017) and 17.3% (2018),23 as all the modules
were tested under internationally accepted testing protocols. Later on, a PSM (44
sub-cells) with an area of 802 cm2 and PCE of 11.6% was fabricated by Toshiba.22
Microquanta went on and successfully produced another PSM with a nice PCE of
18.4% with an active area of 21 cm2 in 2020.22,23 Both mini- and sub-PSM presented
the same open-circuit voltage (VOC) of 1.07 V per cell. However, a significant difference in the short-circuit photocurrent density (JSC) per cell was observed upon
raising the module area, which caused a JSC decrement from 20.66 mA cm-2 for
mini-PSMs to 14.36 mA cm-2 for the sub-PSMs. Thus, it is a more significant challenge to avoid JSC loss upon increasing the active illumination area of PSM.
The operational stability of PSCs and PSMs is lagging due to the lack of interest in
scientists working in this research domain, and it remained overlooked until now.
In our previous report,24 we summarized the commercialization potential of PSCs
and advanced strategies that might be adopted to gain the operational stability
of the PSC module under the natural world’s illumination-humidity and temperature
conditions.25 Various PSC device architectures have been adopted and deployed
recently, including planar (nip, pin)26–29 and mesoscopic, inspired by DSSCs.29–32
In this review, we have summarized materials and methods for the perovskite coating
and mass production at the PSM level to provide insight into the scale up of a
manufacturing process for high-efficiency PSCs. The operational stability, i.e., the
endurance of PSMs to withstand the real world’s illumination-humidity and temperature consequences, with some proposed strategies for and leading scientists’
opinions on tackling these instabilities are also explained in detail. Industrial opportunities and the potential to occupy the marketplace through cost reduction and
conveniently processing units for PSC modules are also discussed. There are also
other challenges with the large-area synthesis and module design integration,
such as interconnection optimization, partial shading, etc. Most PSMs include silver
(Ag) as a counter electrode in the PSC configuration, which is cost effective and easy
to deposit. Ag’s egression into giant-area perovskite absorber layers (PALs) through
module interconnections and electron-transport layers (ETLs) causes the rapid decay
and degradation of overall PSM. On the other hand, the gold (Au) electrode is very
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Figure 2. Cost-performance analysis for PSC technology
(A) Calculated MSPs of single-junction PSMs versus other established PV technologies.
Reproduced with permission. 33 Copyright 2018, IEEE Proceedings.
(B) MSP of the p-i-n PSM against module PCE compared with other PV technologies. Reproduced
with permission. 34 Copyright 2017, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
(C) PCE rise for PSCs with different device areas.
(D) Plots for PCE decrease against the area of various PV technologies.

expensive and requires an interlayer of chromium (Cr) to avoid direct contact with
PALs through pinholes over the selective carrier layer’s (CTL’s) surface. The remedies
to the issues mentioned above are forecasted to replace the metal electrode with a
carbon electrode, which has several benefits over metallic electrodes, including
cost, easy integration over large areas through doctor blading, and improved operational stability for overall PSM.

PSCs AS NEW CONTENDERS IN THE PV MARKET
Perovskite semiconductors are an emerging class of energy harvesters as they
possess low formation energy for deposition and are immune to large-scale mass
production and deposition techniques, i.e., roll-to-roll deposition, printing, spraying, etc. Therefore, the calculated minimum sustainable price (MSP) for PSMs in comparison to other available PV technologies, ofc-Si, CdTe, and CIGS, defined as the
minimum selling price at which the internal rate of return (IRR) for the PV manufacturer is equal to the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) is given by the
following formula:33
MSP = 1

1
ðMC + OH + WACCÞ
h 3 P0

(Equation 1)

MC is module cost and a significant entity to MSP, OH is the overhead cost associated with manufacturing procedures, and WACC is the weighted average cost of
capital, as previously mentioned. Module efficiency is denoted by h, and P0 be
the solar irradiance power density at the standard test conditions, i.e., P0 = 1,000
W/m2 Figure 2A represents the analytics of graphical description over the comparison of MSP for PSMs and other PV-marketed technologies,33 while Figure 2B exhibits the MSP for p-i-n type PSMs against module PCEs and the calculated MSPs
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for other PV-technologies, such as CIGS, CdTe, c-Si, and n-i-p type PSMs.34 Comparable to other thin-film PV technologies, PSCs demonstrated exceptional and outclassed improvements at laboratory and module scales just in a span of merely a
decade,35 which surely made this technology an intensive research domain during
the past 11 years. Figures 2C and 2D present the PCE evolution against time and
area for PSC versus other PV technologies, respectively. Astonishingly, the rapid
rise in PCE for PSCs and PSMs has become comparable to c-Si-based solar cells in
a short period. Other advancing features to new value propositions are the high power-per-weight (ppw), i.e., for PSCs, the value is 23 Wg-1, and for Si-based solar cells,
it is 0.1–1 Wg-1, which indicates that perovskites are advancing competitors to Sibased PVs.36 To standardize the production of PSCs at a large scale, some challenges still stem from comparable operational stability and scalable fabrication to
various product specifications required by the heterogeneous PV markets.

SCALABLE FABRICATION
Although lab-scale PSCs have exhibited a massive rise in device PCEs, some challenges exist for solution-based perovskite coatings and depositions over large
areas. This section emphasizes critical considerations for scaling up PSCs and transitional challenges from the laboratory scale to industrial domains. We summarize
some common PSC and PSM designs and then discuss PCE losses, which arise while
transitioning from cells to modules, and the significance of PSM architecture for
achieving the best possible PCE and stability. A precise comparison with the pros
and cons for various scalable deposition techniques has been made, including vapor- and solution-phase depositions concerning perovskite material processing
and assembling PSCs to have PSMs. An overview of recent progress in solution
chemistry and scaling up deposition control over PAL, charge carrier transport layers
(CTLs), and electrodes is presented with the description of suitable PSM characterization techniques. Two important scaleup challenges include preservation of device
PCE, stability, and assembling with less resistive interconnections, which have vital
importance for the PSC technology to be commercialized. The strategies to overcome the aforementioned significant challenges are also explained with potential
reliability-testing protocols. Laboratory-scale PSCs fabricated through scalable
deposition techniques have already reached PCE levels comparable to those manufactured by spin coating. Based on this, significant progress has been made transferring material engineering strategies to processes capable of scale up, such as
blade coating, spray coating, and inkjet, screen, relief, and gravure printing.

SOLVENT-FREE DEPOSITION ROUTES
Solvent-free or physical deposition techniques are very promising to yield PALs
with excellent morphology and enhanced crystallinity. Organic-inorganic
hybrid37–39 and all-inorganic PSCs were manufactured through physical deposition
routes under high vacuum.3,40 There are two ways to deposit via solvent-free techniques: one is single- and the other is dual-source evaporation of perovskite precursors under high vacuum, as shown in Figure 3A.41 In single-source thermal
evaporation, the precursor salts under controlled molarity are mixed via solid-state
reaction and left in a boat to evaporate and deposit on the substrate with the
desired thickness thermally.39 Likewise, in the dual-source evaporation, two precursors are taken in different boats and thermally evaporate to deposit with the
desired thickness. The consequent annealing of films brings about the formation
of the perovskite phase. Furthermore, the chemical source and deposition-rate parameters should be controlled under high vacuum deposition to improve the PAL
morphology. For dual-source evaporated deposition, it is difficult to control the
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Figure 3. Solvent-free deposition approaches for PSCs
(A) Single- and dual-source vapor deposition.
(B) Schematics of bifacial-stamping technique. Reproduced with permission. 42 Copyright 2019, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
(C) Electrostatic potential maps of various cations. Reproduced with permission. 42 Copyright 2019, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
(D) Photography of FAPbI 3 PSMs. Reproduced with permission. 42 Copyright 2019, The Royal Society of Chemistry. Photography of MAPbI 3 PSMs.
Reproduced with permission. 39 Copyright 2020, Elsevier.
(E) Schematics of PSCs with an inset of thermal co-evaporation process. Reproduced with permission. 39 Copyright 2020, Elsevier.
(F) Normalized PCE versus time under continuous illumination under nitrogen for MAPbI 3 PSCs. Reproduced with permission. 39 Copyright 2020,
Elsevier.
(G) TRPL decays profiles for thermally co-evaporated MAPbI 3 PALs, and the insets are the top-view SEM. Reproduced with permission. 39 Copyright
2020, Elsevier.

precursor composition, and hence, a single source would allow for better control
over deposition parameters.
Recently, d-FAPbI3 and MAPbI3 perovskite films were prepared using a spin-assisted
bifacial-stamping method, a facile deposition route to fabricate large-area PSCs.42
Two different perovskite films, MAPbI3 and FAPbI3, were synthesized with pre-annealing, with the former at 65 C and the latter at 100 C, and were swiftly sandwiched
without pressure. Figure 3B 42 represents the schematic illustration of the bifacialstamping technique. The as-formed assembly was then detached and heated at
100 C for 9 min to help evaporate the residual amount of dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) left inside the low-temperature pre-annealed films. Despite the insignificant
circumstances, FAPbI3 experienced a phase transition of d / a (>150 C temperature is usually needed to carry out this phase transition). The ion-transport mechanism enabled by DMSO38 carried out this phase transition at a low temperature,
and minute FA+ content was replaced by MA+ within FAPbI3, which stabilized the
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a-phase, as shown in Figure 3C.42 Figure 3D represents the large-area (10 3 10 cm2)
FAPbI3-PSM using the bifacial-stamping method,42 and MAPbI3-PSM (21 cm2) fabricated through the thermal co-evaporation technique.39 Scalability potential of thermal co-evaporation was reported to fabricate MAPbI3 PALs for PSC (0.16 cm2) and
PSM (21 cm2), which yielded record PCEs of 20.28% and 18.13%, respectively.
Figures 3E–3G represent the device schematics with an inset of thermal co-evaporation, normalized PCE versus time with illumination under nitrogen for MAPbI3 PSCs,
and time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) decays for thermally evaporated pristine MAPbI3 (black) and treated-MAPbI3 (blue), with an inset of top-view SEM images
for pure and optimized films, respectively.39 Planar PSCs with a whole device stack
were fabricated with the thermal co-evaporation technique, and a PCE of 20%
was also achieved through this method.43 Single-source vacuum deposition was
also reported using single-crystalline MAPbI3, and a PSM of area 100 cm2 was fabricated with a PCE of only 10%.44,45 The deposition rate was set at 8.5 Å s-1,
enabling the deposition of 400-nm-thick MAPbI3 PAL within 3 min. So, the poor
PCE is because of the sub-standard morphology of PAL caused by the limited control over the deposition rate and a low external quantum efficiency at long wavelengths.46 There is still a huge space available for improvements of the characteristics above for PSMs through the careful investigation of PAL’s surface morphology
and thickness control by the thermal-evaporation technique. Besides the methods
aforementioned, a solvent-free deposition technique was reported for scalable
PSCs founded on direct redox reactions of metallic Pb with liquid polyiodide
(MAI3 or MA(Cs, FA)I3): Pb0 / Pb2+ + 2e- and I3- + 2e / 3I-.47 PALs with large crystalline grain sizes and uniform morphology were synthesized on a 100-cm2 glass substrate and a 600-cm2 polymer substrate, which delivered 16%–17% PCE.47

SOLUTION-BASED SCALABLE DEPOSITION APPROACHES
Limitations to spin coating at large scales
Polar aprotic solvents having high boiling points such as N, N-dimethylformamide
(DMF), DMSO, and g-butyrolactone (GBL) are the real-time choices to dissolve
perovskite precursors and further to deposit PAL through solution processing.
Perovskite-precursor solutions and inks are integrally used in spin coating and scalable deposition techniques. Spin coating is admired as the most utilized lab-scale
deposition method for PALs; however, it is limited to depositing PALs to a scale of
10 cm2. About 90% of the perovskite solution is wasted due to the high-speed revolution of substrate-holder dye in spin-coating processing. PSMs with an area of
10 cm2 were developed, but they yield comparatively lower PCE than small-area
cells.48 Generally, in the process of spin coating, the dilution and uniformity of
wet solution to substrate coverage require uniform centrifugal force through spinning, which is challenging to reproduce for large-area substrate coating. Therefore,
solution kinetics empowered by spin coating cannot be easily switched to scalable
deposition techniques.
Slot-die, D-bar, and blade coating
Scaling up PSM fabrication’s potential lies in scalable deposition techniques for PAL
and other contact layers developing the overall PSM stack. The lab-scale advancement for PSCs in terms of efficiency is so rapid that it is also expected from reliable
scale-up deposition methods to yield the same device characteristics and PV parameters to compete with c-Si-based PV technology. What comes first is the slot-die
coating technique, which dates to 1951, for the first time utilized for depositing
thin films.49 A slot-die coater typically comprises a slot-die head with an upstream
and a downstream die, as shown in Figure 4A. The deposition through this technique
is based on the injection of precursor solution into the slot-die head via a feeding
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Figure 4. Scale-up coating techniques for PALs
(A) Slot-die coating. Reproduced with permission. 56 Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
(B) Blade coating. Reproduced with permission. 56 Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
(C) Spray coating. Reproduced with permission. 56 Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
(D) Inkjet printing. Reproduced with permission.56 Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
(E) Screen printing. Reproduced with permission. 56 Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
(F) Gravure printing. Reproduced with permission. 56 Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
(G) Relief printing. Reproduced with permission. 56 Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.

slot. Up- and downstream meniscuses are generated inside the coating bead,50
which should be stabilized to form smooth and defect-free films.51 However, the
meniscus, coating bead, and control of thickness and crystallinity of deposited films
depend on the layout of the slot-die head.52 Dipping or soaking the substrate out of
the solution and polymer-enhanced soft-cover deposition techniques are other unconventional techniques to adjust the meniscus regarding the liquid downstream
control.46,53,54 Moreover, the devices fabricated through the slot-die coating technique yielded better device parameters and stability and thus have the potential
to be deployed as roll-to-roll fabrication for industrially desired PSMs. Another
similar technique is D-bar coating, which is established for coating large-area substrates with improved uniformity.55 D-bar coating uses a cylindrical blade with a
small-diameter gravure as a unique coater type. The liquid solution is directly loaded
onto the D bar, unlike the slot-die head, to flow downstream and drop onto the targeted substrate. There are still some challenges to scale up slot-die and D-bar
coating, including optimizing the drying process after deposition, solving the complex fluid dynamics, and increasing deposition speeds. Blade coating or knife
coating is a robust technique to deposit large thin films onto rigid and flexible substrates with high uniformity and lower costs. In this technique, the solution is dropped in front of the blade cleared in the forward direction relative to the substrate
underneath, as shown in Figure 4B. The dropped solution’s concentration and the
derived meniscus between substrate and blade decide the thickness of the deposited film. Among the scalable techniques, blade- and D-bar-coating techniques
are advancing toward commercial-scale development of PSMs even over areas
>800 cm2. On the other hand, the slot-die-coating technique still requires detailed
investigation of the process to lower the material wastage and deposition costs.
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Spray coating
Spray coating is another scalable deposition technique for coating large-area thin
films, with significant advantages including high processing yields, less material
waste, and the compatibility to be deployed as roll-to-roll printing for PSCs and
PSMs.57,58 Classically, the working mechanism of spray coating relies on the ultrasonically vibrating tip with the frequency of tens of kHz,59 which forms a smog of solution droplets directed toward the substrate through the N2 gas jet. These solution
droplets merge and cause substrate wetting while reaching the substrate surface, as
shown in Figure 4C, with the top arrow pointing to the N2 flow direction. To ensure
deposition uniformity, several droplets need to densify and merge on the substrate
area. The droplet size and placement are randomly distributed through the outlet of
the spraying nozzle. Holding the substrate at elevated temperatures increases the
evaporation rate, preventing the redissolution of tiny solution particles with already
deposited droplets.60 Keeping the substrate-temperature-to-solvent ratio is necessary to control solvent evaporation and redissolution. This technique was adopted
for PSC fabrication in 2014 for the first time with the investigation of crucial parameters for PAL deposition such as the volatility of solvent, substrate, annealing temperatures, etc.61 This technique can be further categorized into ultrasonic spray
coating, i.e., through fast ultrasonic vibration, pneumatic spray coating, i.e., through
faster N2 flow, and spraying through electrical repulsion of charges. Pneumatic spray
coating has been widely adopted for CTL deposition62 in PSCs, and, nonetheless,
PAL deposition was also reported through this method.63–65 Electrospraying is
based on the application of a high voltage to the spraying nozzle, as the electric field
enhances the impact velocity of droplets to spread onto the substrate surface
uniformly.66
Inkjet and screen printing
Inkjet printing is a solution-processing technique deployed as a scale-up deposition
technique. Inkjet printing was successfully commercialized, starting its evolution
from computer printers to organic optoelectronics and PV technology.67 There are
several key advantages of this technique. It includes a contactless process with materials efficiency and flexibility, and digitally designed layers can also be printed
through this method. Patterned thin films and even the overall PSC device stack
can be fabricated through this technique.68,69 In the process of inkjet printing, the
solution ink is dispersed through the nozzle head with a uniform control over size
and trajectory, as shown in Figure 4D. Reduced distance between nozzle outlet
and substrate can enhance the ultrafine lateral printing resolution and quality.
MAPbI3-based PSCs with areas of 0.04 cm2 were fabricated by inkjet printing that
were reported for the first time in 2015 by Song et al.70 The inkjet-printed device
stack yielded a PCE of 12.3%, and this method proved to be environmentally green
with less Pb wastage. However, two characteristics for this technique, like printing
speed and device architecture, must decide whether this printing technique is suitable for large-area mass production (PAL deposition) or PSM fabrication.
Screen printing is a specialized technique for coating defined areas and patterns. The
image needs to be printed first, followed by the carving onto an image carrier or mesh
in the screen printing. Mesh is a patterned screen that holds the solution to transfer
onto the substrate, as shown in Figure 4E. A photosensitive polymer emulsion is used
to block unwanted areas of the mesh screen against solution printing. The solution ink
is finally transferred to the substrate to print the desired pattern. The size of the mesh
and the emulsion-layer thickness decide the thickness of the resultant film. A good
pattern ability with an excellent lateral resolution of 75–100 mm can be achieved
through this technique, with a film thickness of 1–10 mm for mesoporous CTL
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scaffolds and carbon-based counter electrodes for PSCs.71 Most reported porous
and mesoporous-scaffold CTLs in highly efficient PSCs were deposited through
screen printing;72–74 even the pioneering study of PSC fabrication by Kojima et al.
in 2009 made use of screen printing commercially available TiO2 paste to develop
a mesoporous TiO2 scaffold through pre-sintering at 400 C.1 Printable mesoporous
oxide layers as CTLs are of esteem importance for fully printable PSCs and PSMs to
deriving the crystallization of PALs, i.e., controlled by the underneath mesoporous
scaffolds of CTLs.
Gravure and relief printing
Gravure and relief printing or flexography are expert coatings on specified areas and
patterns. These deposition approaches are nearly like screen-printing techniques, or
one may say that the latter’s advancement also relies on the image carrier or the
mesh like in screen printing. The image is periodically inscribed into the printing cylinder filled with the solution in gravure printing, as shown in Figure 4F. In the case of
relief printing or flexography, a cylindrical image carrier is equipped with the stencil
that defines the printing area as patterned but not engraved like gravure printing
Figure 4G. These two techniques can be helpful to scale up the deposition of
PALs and CTLs, which can be adjusted in a grid-like coating scheme. Table 1 presents the statistics for PSM fabrication to date, with corresponding PALs and device
areas.

PSMs
PSC and PSM fabrication rely on scalable solution-deposition approaches, including
inkjet, screen, gravure, and relief printing,56 slot-die- and spray coating, doctor
blading, electrodeposition, etc.99,100 Physical deposition techniques have limitations over their preferences for the large-scale fabrication of said devices due to
the variety of layers that need to be deposited in a versatile manner in order to
keep the selection of transparency and dead and active areas of modules, as shown
in Figure 5A.92 PSMs are usually developed by assembling small-area sub-cells,
which helps prevent resistive losses due to the large-area PALs’ high-current generation. Figure 5B.99 The monolithic or series-connected technique is the most adopted approach regarding PSM fabrication or assembly.77,101 PSM fabrication includes
additional steps, i.e., dividing a large-area module into smaller ones to form electrical interconnections. Scribing steps are P1, P2, and P3, inspired by standard PV-industry protocols. The P1-scribing step is usually steered after depositing the counter
electrode on the substrate, usually a transparent conducting oxide (TCO) such as indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) or fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO). The P1 scribe eliminates strips of the counter electrode on a single substrate to pattern smaller cells.
P2 scribing comes after the deposition of the front electrode, which is again a
TCO. For a standard n-i-p PSM, the P2 scribe removes ETLs, PALs, and hole transport
layers (HTLs), revealing the counter electrode inside the P2-scribing lines with dead
and active areas of PSMs, as shown in Figure 5C.75 The subsequent deposition of the
top-electrode material covers the top of the HTL and fills in the P2 channels; this
coating step connects the top electrode on one side of a P1 scribe to the back electrode on the other side to create a series connection between two adjacent subcells. Finally, the P3-scribing step is conducted after the deposition of the top-electrode material; this step isolates the top electrode between consecutive cells to
complete series interconnections, as shown in Figure 5D.99 There are two methods
for overall PSM scribing (P1-P2-P3), i.e., mechanical and laser scribing.102–105 Laser
scribing is a comparatively more advantageous and is a preferable technique, as the
scribe depth can be controlled by controlling laser-ablation parameters like
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Table 1. PCE versus PSM area statistics against the large-area coating techniques
Method

PAL composition

PSM area (cm2)

PCE (%)

Year

Reference

Spin coating

Cs0.05FA0.54MA0.41Pb(I0.98Br0.02)3

22.4

16.3

2020

75

Spin coating

MAPbI3

10

8.7

2014

48

Spin coating

Cs0.05(FA0.85MA0.15)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3

535

16

2020

76

Blade coating

MAPbI3

6 3 15

20.3

2018

77

Slot-die coating

5-AVAIMAPbI3

60.08

12.87

2020

50

Slot-die coating

FA0.85MA0.15Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3

36

15.6

2019

78

Slot-die coating

FA0.83Cs0.17PbI2.83Br0.17

20.77

16.63

2021

79

Slot-die coating

MAPbI3

51

17.6

2016

54

Slot-die printing

FA0.83Cs0.17PbI3

17.1 and 65

20.42 and 19.54

2021

80

Blade coating

MAPbI3

1.21

13.03

2020

81

Blade coating

FA0.8MA0.15Cs0.05PbI2.55Br0.45

–

18.2

2020

82

Spray coating

CsPbI3xBrx

112

13.82

2021

83

Spray coating

MAPbI3

15

9.37

2020

62

Spray coating

MAPbI3xClx

1

18.3

2016

65

Spray coating

MAPbI3

1

14.2

2019

84

Spray coating

Cs0.05FA0.81MA0.14PbI2.55Br0.45

1.08

12.7

2020

57

Inkjet printing

FA0.85MA0.15PbI2.55Br0.45

0.16

20

2017

53

Inkjet printing

MAPbI3 + carrier-selective layers

1.5

9.1

2020

68

Inkjet printing

MAPbI3

0.16

12.3

2015

70

Screen printing

MAPbI3

0.15

15.03

2015

85

Screen printing

(5-AVA)x(MA)1-xPbI3

10

10.4

2017

86

D-bar coating

MAPbI3

20

17.82

2019

87

D-bar coating

(FAPbI3)0.875(CsPbBr3)0.125

535

17.01

2020

88

Screen printing

5-AVAI- MAPbI3

198

6

2018

89

Vacuum deposition

FAPbI3

838

14.2

2017

41

Laser printing

MAPbI3

14.5

9.3

2017

90

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD)

FAPbI3

535

14.2

2015

91

Stamping

FAPbI3 and MAPbI3

10 3 10

18 and 20

2019

42

Doctor blading

CsPbI3

0.16

19

2017

92

Electrodeposition

MAPbI3

434

4.47

2015

93

Gravure printing

(FAPbI3)0.95(MAPbBr3)0.05

–

19.1

2020

94

Solution Dipping

Sulfolane-MAPbI3

15.84 and 36.6

17.58 and 16.06

2021

95

Multi-step spin Coating

Cs0.05FA0.54MA0.41Pb(I0.98Br0.02)3

91.8

12.14

2021

96

Blade coating

FA0.98Cs0.02PbI3

30

20.2

2021

97

Chemical bath deposition

Cs0.05FA0.85MA0.1PbI2.85Br0.15

22.4 and 91.8

17.26 and 13.72

2021

98

wavelength, power, repetition rate, etc. On the other hand, a relatively slow process
causes delamination and irregularities due to tool wear after repeated use.88
Scribing depth and width are two critical parameters for smooth monolithic interconnection, e.g., if the P2 scribe is too narrow, the interconnection resistance will be
huge and will derive significant loss at interconnections. The P3-scribing line should
also be adequately wide enough to help prevent shunting and to derive the flow of
photocurrent through P2 interconnection points only. Overall PSM scribing was also
theoretically approached to represent a trade off between resistive loss and geometric fill factor (GFF).90 The P2 scribe ought to remove the material from TCO
without deteriorating the TCO surface to form an ideal Ohmic contact of metalTCO.106,107 Various world industries have successfully developed PSMs with
different areas and PCEs, as given in Table 2.

OPERATIONAL STABILITY
The first era of PSC development emphasizes efficiency enhancement to match this
technology comparably to c-Si, which has been successfully attained. Enhancing the
overall device stability of PSCs according to the defined stability protocols (IEC,
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Figure 5. Perovskite solar module design and deposition channels with functional layers of the corresponding device
(A) Manufacturing process for PSMs. Reproduced with permission. 108 Copyright 2018, Elsevier.
(B) Picture of PSM stack.
(C) PSM architecture with different CTLs. Reproduced with permission. 75 Copyright 2020, Springer Nature.
(D) PSM schematics with different scribes and channels. Reproduced with permission. 99 Copyright 2018, Springer Nature.

International Summit on Organic and Hybrid Photovoltaic Stability [ISOS])109,110 and
making them efficient enough for large-area modules are two major hindrances to
commercialization. The instability of PSCs against moisture, oxygen, light, and temperature limits the lifetime of PSCs to a fraction of the warranty lifetime (often >25
years).3,111,112 Recently, reputable progress has been made to enhance the stability
of PSCs over 1,000 h (for lab-scale cells) through tailored interface113 and meticulous
Pb leakage114 and over 2,000 h (for modules of areas of 22.4 cm2) through interface
stabilization,75 but significant advances are needed to lift this technology to a level
where it is ready to compete with other PV technologies.114,115 Few reports cover
recent developments up to some extent, on the topic of stability.99,116 Highly efficient PSCs still contain Pb, the excess composition and leakage of which cause
toxicity, hindering the acceptance of this technology and could conflict with legislative barriers.114,117,118 To resolve the issue of lead toxicity, a 2D metal organic framework (MOF) was recently deployed to lessen the Pb leakage of the PAL and to resolve
moisture-ingress-related degradation. A thiol-functionalized 2D conjugated MOF
was taken as an ETL to transport the electrons from PAL efficiently. The functionalized framework played a dual role in absorbing the leaked Pb and water by forming
a water-insoluble complex within the PAL bulk and at the cathode interface. Moreover, the PSC device retained 90% of its initial PCE (22.02%) at MPP for 1,000 h at
85 C.114 This method has excellent adaptability to different perovskite compositions
and can be implemented to PSM-scale devices.119 The intrinsic phase stability of
perovskite materials was also an early research issue faced by PSC technology, which
was best explained and resolved by some early reports of Qui et al. and He et
al.120,121 Another instability and performance-limiting issue identified was carrierrecombination phenomena, Shockley-Read-Hall and interfacial recombination
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Table 2. Industries and research agencies working on the scale up of PSCs
Industry

Country

PSM area (cm2)

PCE (%)

Greatcell Solar

Australia

20

12

2019

Microquanta Semiconductor

China

21

18.4

2020

Solaronix

Switzerland

500

12

2018

Solliance Solar Research

Europe

168

10

2018

Toshiba

Japan

802

11.6

2019

Weihua Solar

China

25

10.6

2018

Oxford PV

UK

100/PSC-Si

20

2019

NREL

USA

112

13.82

2021

Year

caused by PAL-bulk defects, and polaron formation/ionic migration at the PAL/CTL
interfaces.122–126 But, perovskites were also reported to have immunity against
defect tolerance as revealed by low-frequency lattice phonons.127 Certain approaches and strategies were adopted to minimize the carrier recombinations,.128–130 Among them are the inclusions of dopants to PAL to repair the bulk defects131,132 and interface and defect engineering to prevent ionic migration and
interfacial recombination.133–136 Besides conventional perovskites, RuddlesdenPopper-layered PALs with quantum-confined 2D structures were also deployed for
PSC development for enhanced operational stability.137,138
2D PAL-based PSCs
2D Ruddlesden-Popper-layered perovskites have been subject to growing interest
for their improved stability and excellent properties compared with conventional
PALs when integrated into optoelectronic devices. They bear a generalized chemical
formula of (A0 )2(A)n1BnX3n+1138,139 and are comprised of randomly distributed multiple quantum wells.140 Both 2D and quasi-2D (n % 5) perovskites have presented
excessive potential for improving PSC stability while providing chemists with a
domain to investigate their fundamental structure-property relationship and very
flexible chemical tunability.141 These characteristics enabled them to control their
unique structural distortion, exciton-phonon coupling, dielectric and quantum
confinement, and Rashba splitting. In addition, they proved to be very influential
as additives for phase stabilization of all-inorganic PSCs such as CsPbI3 and hybrid
FAPbI3, which undergo a phase transition (ad) at room-temperature
ambience.142,143
Tsai et al.,139 for the first time, reported the synthesis of 2D perovskites and integrated them into PSCs. The initially poor PCE and stability were also investigated
and were revealed as a cause of out-of-plane carrier transportation from organic
cation, which acted as a spacer layer between the PAL and CTL. 2D PALs with nearly
single crystalline grain nature were successfully fabricated, as shown in Figures 6A
and 6B,139 and integrated into PSCs to yield a PCE of 12.25% with 2,250-h stability
(Figure 6C) under constant standard illumination conditions (air mass [AM] 1.5 G).139
2D PAL was also reported as an interfacial interlayer to suppress interfacial and bulk
recombination and enhance PSC stability up to 4,000 h with suitable encapsulation.
Schematic illustrations of energy levels and carrier transportation between the heterogeneous interface are represented for 2D-3D PAL chemistry as shown in
Figures 6D and 6E.144
The optimization above enhanced the stability of 4,000 h for the overall PSC device,
with compatible encapsulation (Figure 6F). Single good width of phase-pure quantum wells was enhanced by the molten spacer n-butylamine acetate and, usually,
n-butylamine iodide salts.139 The phase purity for quantum-confined wells enable
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Figure 6. 2D perovskite assemblies and PSC properties
(A) Crystal structure of Ruddlesden-Popper-layered PALs. Reproduced with permission.139 Copyright 2016, Springer Nature.
(B) Vertical orientation of 2D perovskite crystal along various planes. Reproduced with permission. 139 Copyright 2016, Springer Nature.
(C) Environmental stability of 2D and conventional 3D PSCs. Reproduced with permission. 144 Copyright 2017, Springer Nature.
(D) Proposed electronic band offsets of the 2D-3D heterojunction. Reproduced with permission. 144 Copyright 2017, Springer Nature.
(E) Schematics of the proposed self-assembled 2D-3D PAL structure. Reproduced with permission. 144 Copyright 2017, Springer Nature.
(F) Normalized PCE and SPO of 2D-capped CsFA-PSC device. Reproduced with permission. 144 Copyright 2017, Springer Nature.
(G) Schematics for multiple quantum wall (MQW) film and phase pure QW film. Reproduced with permission. 137 Copyright 2020, Springer Nature.
(H) Normalized PCEs of unencapsulated PSCs under air ambience. Reproduced with permission. 137 Copyright 2020, Springer Nature.
(I) SPO and current density at respective MPPT values. Reproduced with permission. 137 Copyright 2020, Springer Nature.

the vertical alignment of micro-grains within the PAL for out-of-plane carrier transportation, as shown in Figure 6G,145 which eases their PSC integration efficiency
(PCE of 16.25%) with enhanced stability of up to 4,680 h (Figure 6H) and stabilized
power output (SPO) for 120 s (Figure 6I),145 which is the best-reported stability for
2D PAL-based PSCs to date.140 Despite some limitations in deploying PAL in
PSCs, 2D materials can play an essential role in enhancing the interfacial and phase
stabilization, passivating the defect within the PAL bulk, and altering and reducing
grain boundaries to improve PCE and operational stability of the overall device.142,143,146 A detailed study of dimensional tailoring of perovskites, from basics
to mature levels, can be traced through a recent report by Fu et al.147 Future
research efforts should likely focus on the optimization of mixed 2D/3D PALs,144
where 2D layers ought to play the role of capping or interfacial interlayers and as additives to passivate bulk defects.147,148 To date, the highest reported PSM (area
10 cm2) stability of about 1 year is attributed to the 2D PAL-based device, which indicates that 2D PALs are invulnerable to the scale-up technique for coating large
areas and developing the corresponding PSMs.
Compositional engineering
Bandgap (Eg) of perovskites also plays a vital role in deriving PSC device parameters.
So, compositional engineering proved to be a promising approach to enhance the
stability of perovskite bulk against phase, light, and moisture mishmashes.149 Metal
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Figure 7. Compositional engineering strategy to tune the properties of perovskites
(A) Composition-property relationship for ABX lattice sites.
(B) PSC schematics with DHA and optimized P3HT-WBH interlayer. Reproduced with permission. 157 Copyright 2019, Springer Nature.
(C) GIWAXS patterns for pristine and optimized PALs and AFM-phase images of P3HT on pristine and P3HT-DHA optimized PAL. Reproduced with
permission. 157 Copyright 2019, Springer Nature.
(D) CsPbI 3 -PSC schematics with additive (Zn(C 6 F 5 ) 2 ). Reproduced with permission. 159 Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH.
(E) The chemisorption of Zn(C 6 F 5 ) 2 into PAL.
(F) Top-view SEM image. Reproduced with permission. 159 Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH.

halide perovskite compositions can be tuned from pure (MAPbI3, FAPbI3, MASnI3,
MAPbBr3 or CsPbI3, CsPbBr3 etc.) to mixed ((FAMACs)Pb(IxBry)3, etc.). Compositional variations cause a change in Eg, FASnI3 (1.15 eV) has the lowest Eg among
all perovskite compositions. Still, it is precarious to process at room temperature
due to abrupt Sn+2 oxidation Sn+4 and the formamidinium (FA) cation’s instability.
FAPbI3 has comparatively lower Eg (1.47 eV) than MAPbI3 (1.57 eV),150,151 which is
advantageous for exploiting longer light wavelengths, and is highly unstable at
room-temperature ambience. MAPbI3 proved to be quite stable to form a pure cubic
black phase and yielded a nice PCE of about 22.78%.152 On the other hand, incorporating MAPbBr3 into FAPbI3 and fractional Rb153 and Cs+ substitution to FA+ in
a-FAPbI3 caused a decrease in lattice constants to stabilize the activity of FA+ cation,
which further the black photoactive phases of FAPbI3.150,154 Figure 7A presents how
the properties of perovskite lattices can be tuned through various lattice sites. Most
recently, studies of PCEs >20% were reported for mixed-cation perovskite compositions using the Lewis acid-base adduct method,153,155 as was also theoretically predicted.156 Jung et al. reported highly efficient and stable PSCs through interface
optimization with a wide-bandgap halide (WBH)-P3HT diffusive layer as the HTL
onto a narrow Eg PAL. A (FAPbI3)0.95 (MAPbBr3)0.05-based PAL was deposited with
the spin-coating method for PSCs and with scale-bar coating for PSMs
(24.97 cm2). The overall synergy derived device PCEs of 22.7% and 16% for PSCs
and PSMs, respectively. The PSC device showed excellent stability under 85% relative humidity for over 1,370 h with encapsulation. Figures 7B and 7C represent the
device schematics with constituents of WBH-P3HT interlayers, grazing-incidence
wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) patterns of the pristine perovskite (NBH)
and WBH, and atomic force microscopy (AFM)-phase images of P3HT on pristine
and P3HT-DHA optimized PALs, providing the necessary evidential proofs for PCE
rise and enhanced stability.157 FA1xMAxPbI3-based PSCs comprising phenethylammonium iodide-interlayers yielded a high PCE of about 23.32%158 with enhanced
stability, signifying that cation engineering is vital to tackle the instability issues.
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Methylammonium (MA)-free double cation, i.e., formamidinium cesium (FACs)based perovskites, were recently reported to be very stable when integrated with
PSCs and PSMs, especially in yielding higher PCEs for large-area modules, and to
have excellent operational stability.79,80,97,100 Huang et al. reported that MA-free
FACs-based perovskites grown through the halide-templated crystallization strategy is more stable against degradation factors, such as heat, that cause MA to evaporate at lower-concentration temperatures and against continuous illumination that
causes phase segregation and ion migration, which leads to photocurrent losses.
Growth of large-area films was visualized through an in-situ-embedded FAI/CsI
and Pb-halide N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone adduct matrix, further forming the a phase
at room-temperature ambience.
The PSCs synthesized through this approach presented a nice PCE of 23% for nonencapsulated devices, and slot-die-printed PSMs with active areas of 17.1 and
65 cm2 showed PCEs of 20.42% and 19.54%, respectively.80 Another approach for
room-temperature-synthesized PSMs was reported by including a non-volatile
Lewis-base additive of diphenyl sulfoxide (DPSO) to dual-action mixed-halide
FA0.83Cs0.17PbI2.83Br0.17 perovskites, which enhanced the uniformity and crystallization of PALs over a large area of 200 cm2. The PSMs fabricated through the same
strategy and interconnected in a parallel fashion presented a certified PCE of
16.63% for 20.77 cm2, the highest for the p-i-n type of modules. The PSM device retained 97% of its initial efficiency at 1,187 h.79 FACs-based PSM devices proved to
be efficient and operationally stable but demand more research efforts with in-depth
investigation to satisfy commercialization and industrial standards.80,97 When
considering all-inorganic PSCs, the stable-phase compositions like CsPbBr3,
CsPbIBr2, and CsPbI2Br160 yielded lower PCEs than hybrid perovskite compositions,
but they demonstrated very excellent operational stability. CsPbI3 showed phase
instability at room-temperature ambience, and after thorough investigations and
optimization with additive engineering with (Zn(C6F5)2), this composition presented
a PCE of 19%,159 and most recently, through the inclusion of organic molecule of histamine (HA), successfully passivated the undercoordinated Pb and, in turn, the overall passivated PSCs yielded a nice PCE of 20.8%, which is also the highest PCE for
CsPbI3-based PSCs to date.161 Figures 7D–7F represent the device schematics for
compositionally optimized CsPbI3-based PSCs with additive (Zn(C6F5)2) inclusion,
the chemisorption of Zn(C6F5)2 into perovskite lattices, and top-view SEM images
for the pristine and optimized devices, respectively. 159 A compositional engineering
approach is suitable for the lab-scaled spin-coating technique, but it seems challenging to achieve the same results at scaling-up and commercialization levels.
Electrode materials and interfaces
Fluent carrier transportation across different interfaces and efficient collection at
electrodes is vital for PCE derivation and operational stability of PSCs and PSMs.
As explained above, polaron formation within the PAL bulk and ionic migration
alongside the CTL/PAL interface caused irreversible degradation of the overall
PSM device, hampering operational stability.123 Addressing this issue through
various dopants and polymer inclusions and their optimizations can potentially
passivate and stabilize the interfaces for smooth carrier transportation and collection.75,162 Electrode materials as carrier collection layers also play an important
role in deriving PSC and PSM operational stability. The substrate or the frontal electrode should be transparent or a TCO as in actual practice, and the counter electrode may be a metal with a suitable work function. Ag, Au, aluminum (Al), etc.,
are the most utilized electrode materials; therefore, they have some limitations,
such as Ag reacting with halides within PALs to form Ag-halide, but Au is relatively
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stable in this sense. PSM levels are more severe regarding electrode degradation, as
the metallic interconnections directly contact PALs, which may cause swift corrosion.
Metal oxides and TCOs, on the other hand, are better for deployment as counter
electrodes as they have good immunity against corrosion. A combination of the
metal with metal oxides such as Al/MoOx, Cr/Cr2O3, and Al/ZnO were reported to
improve overall PSC stability.36,140 Both front and back electrodes can also be replaced with TCO to prevent their corrosion and alleviate the PAL egression. The
MAPbI3 PAL, which is thermally unstable, presented improved stability when integrated into the PSC device compared with the metallic electrode.163 HTL-free
PSCs having thick carbon counter electrodes showed the resilience of over
1,000 h under ambient conditions and can effectively encapsulate the device against
degradation entities.71,164,165 Nonetheless, a PSC equipped with a UV filter and a
carbon counter electrode presented a stable lifetime of 10,000 h under 55 C.166 Carbon, TCOs, and nano-alloyed metallic electrodes have the scale-up potential for
PSM development at industrial scales.
Encapsulation
Besides the other optimizations and techniques, encapsulation of PSCs can play a
decisive role in improving operational stability comparable to those tested under
N2 ambience. This research area was usually overlooked when compared with
others, such as PCE improvements and scalable depositions. Fluoropolymers,
porous and hydrophobic carbon electrodes, etc., have been deployed as encapsulants to PSCs to perform under non-inert environments. Two glass-sheet-based encapsulants for FA1yCsyPb(I1xBrx)3 PSCs were reported with enhanced PCE and
improvised stability under IEC protocols, i.e., 85 C and 85% relative humidity (RH)
for 1,000 h (damp-heat conditions).167 This strategy was also deployed to PSMs using polyolefin as an encapsulant to stabilize the device over 1,000 h under IEC test
standards.162,168–170 There are some limitations on the encapsulation technique, as
there are problems associated with the thermal disintegration of the whole device
stack. Generally, the encapsulation process is done at 140 C–150 C, and the
organic HTLs and efficient PAL compositions (CsFAMA-based PALs) are volatile in
this temperature range. Polyurethane was exclusively reported as an encapsulation
material for PSMs (100 cm2) to be processed at the lower temperature of 80 C, and
the overall device presented excellent stability of over 2,136 h in outdoor conditions
with <3% degradation.171 The outlook of this technique will include low-cost encapsulants with self-healing properties and optimized developing processes to further
improve the operational stability of the PSM device.172
PSM stability
Stability protocols for PSMs require a 25-year lifetime, inspired by Si solar cells. According to the IEC 61646 standard protocols110 for PSCs, the devices are aged at
85 C under continuous 1-sun illumination, and the device performance must
decrease >20% after 1,000 h of aging.173 Assuming that the average continuous illumination of 1 sun is 6 h per day, 25 years is comparable to 54,750 h. One-sun illumination at 25 C for 57,750 h is considered to be equivalent to 1,000 h at 85 C.
Comparative stability-testing protocols need to be standardized to provide understanding and ensure progress in the respective field, as initiated by ISOS109 to
compare lab-scale and industrially developed devices. Simulated environmental
conditions based on real temperature-irradiance data were deployed to test the
PSC performance for over a year, and the performance analysis revealed a slight
decrease in PCE by the elevated temperature and low light intensity while keeping
the optimum values under standard ambience, for which a broad range of solar energy was incident onto the PSC device.25 The PCE drop with low illumination
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Figure 8. Effect of temperature and light intensity on the operational stability of PSC
(A) Performance dependence on light intensity and temperature against PCE of PSCs. Reproduced with permission. 25 Copyright 2019, Springer Nature.
(B) Intensity-temperature plot at MPPT. Reproduced with permission. 25 Copyright 2019, Springer Nature.
(C) Accumulated and averaged performance data as a function of temperature and light intensity over 24 days from a 1-year period, with produced
energy of PSCs. Reproduced with permission. 25 Copyright 2019, Springer Nature.
(D) Intensity-temperature against PCE. Reproduced with permission. 25 Copyright 2019, Springer Nature.
(E) Photograph of PSM with an area of 22 cm 2 . Reproduced with permission. 75 Copyright 2020, Springer Nature.
(F) Measured JV-curves for PSM. Reproduced with permission. 75 Copyright 2020, Springer Nature.
(G) Stability profile for unencapsulated PSMs. Reproduced with permission. 75 Copyright 2020, Springer Nature.
(H) Stability for encapsulated PSMs. Reproduced with permission. 75 Copyright 2020, Springer Nature.
(I) Schematics for MAPbI 3 (PAL) and (5-AVA)XMA1-XPbI 3 in triple-mesoscopic layers and materials decay and ionic migration against different
degradation factors. Reproduced with permission. 162 Copyright 2020, Elsevier.
(J) Operational stability of PSMs against time and MPPT under standard illumination. Reproduced with permission. 162 Copyright 2020, Elsevier.

intensity and reduced temperature for each illumination caused the VOC to lower,
which can be described by the diode equation as follows:2,174
eVOC = EA  n1D kB ln

I0
;
I

where e is the elementary charge, EA is the activation energy for recombination, n1D
is the ideality factor, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, I is the light
intensity, and I0 is the parameter having the same units as I. Figures 8A and 8B represent the relationship of light-dependent PCE and temperature (T) with VOC and VOC
variations at maximum power point tracking (MPPT), respectively. Integrating the
measured power output density (Pel) over time resulted from the harvested electricity per area, and dividing the total power output by incident light (I) energy results
in the final PCE, as explained by the following equation:25

Z
Z
<PCEðT; IÞ>measured =
Pel ðtÞ dt
IðtÞ dt:
1Year

1Year

Figures 8C and 8D represent the visualized distributions of produced electrical energy for PSCs as a function of I and T, following the incident energy distribution for 1
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year (see equation). These results explain that a significant part of the energy is incident under 20 C–50 C, which corresponds to light-intensity straddling from 0.2–1.0
sun, and are responsible for PSC heating. A holistic interface-stabilization approach
was reported to stabilize every interface solely within PSMs, namely PAL with CTLs,
CTLs with front and counter electrodes, etc., as necessary to maintain a high PCE.
The treatments for each layer and interface modifications were chosen because
they were compatible with PSM processing at low temperatures.75
A PSM device of an area of 22.4 cm2 (Figure 8E) was successfully fabricated with
16.6% PCE over the designated active area of the device; Figure 8F represents
the JV characteristics of PSMs. The encapsulated PSM presented a retained PCE
of up to 86% of the initial performance after continuous operation for 2,000 h under
AM 1.5 g light illumination (Figure 8G), which is like an unencapsulated device. Figure 8H describes a T90 lifetime (the time over which a PSM’s PCE retains 90% of its
initial value) of 1,570 h and an appraised T80 lifetime (PCE of a PSM that retained
80% of its initial value) of 2,680 h.75 The maximum operational stability of PSMs according to IEC61215:2016 standards was recently reported by Han et al.162 The stability of the optimized PSM device was enhanced by converting the ionic-migration
phenomenon from irreversible to reversible, and the strength was strictly tested by
IEC:61215:2016 standards.110 The main rubrics for PSM stability included were a
damp-heat test, i.e., 85  C at 85% RH for 1,000 h, a thermal-cycling test at a temperature range of -40 C to 85 C for 200 cycles, a UV pre-conditioning test (60 C,
15 kWhm-2), and an MPPT light-soaking test (55 C G 5 C, 1,000 h). The primary failure mechanism of MAPbI3 was the ionic migration of MAI near grain boundaries, and
the inclusion of dual-functional organic molecule (5-AVA)XMA1-XPbI3 (5-AVA,
5-ammoniumvaleric acid) suppressed the ion migration by potential passivation of
grain boundaries. Figure 8I illustrates the insight schematics for 5-AVA doping
into the PAL with organic escape and repair kinetics and TiO2 diffusion into the
PAL to suppress interfacial recombination. A printable, HTL-free, mesoscopic PSM
sustained stability of 9,000 h at its MPPT, as shown in Figure 8J.162 The gigantic number of hours of strength were attributed to the mechanism above, and the organic
molecule of 5-AVA made it possible to switch the logic of ion migration as a reversible phenomenon.162 For instance, it is complicated to predict the standardization of
stability of PSMs as they have never been practically deployed to work under environmental ambience as c-Si solar cells were, and the lifetime and failure were investigated through field data collection for decades and not under the aging analyses.

INDUSTRIAL OPPORTUNITIES
Building-integrated PVs
Buildings are consuming one-third (about 40%) of the worldwide energy, and
enhancing their energy efficiency is a significant challenge of this modern era. Grids
or systems based on building-integrated solar energy can provide buildings with
cheaper electricity production using PVs.175,176 The term building-integrated PVs
(BIPV) refers to the assumption of dual-functional materials like construction and energy harvesting. BIPV received enormous attention in decarbonizing energy systems
for buildings in densely built environments where conventional ground-straddling
PV systems are not feasible to implement.177–179 The energy-harvesting potential
of BIPVs is estimated to be more than 22% of the expected electricity demand by
the year 2030 in the world’s leading markets, including China, India, Brazil, the
United States, and Europe.177,180–183 There are several advantages of BIPV technology like construction-material cost offset, building envelops, sound- and heat masking, insulation, aesthetics, etc. The rational BIPV design must include building
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Figure 9. Statistics and placement of PSCs into building-integrated photovoltaics
(A) PSC integration into the smart outer-wall window. Reproduced with permission. 184 Copyright 2018, Springer Nature.
(B) PSC device as BIPV besides the outer wall of a building. Reproduced with permission.184 Copyright 2018, Springer Nature.
(C) Ventilated curtain wall design for heat dissipation in buildings.
(D) Statistical analyses for commercial PV-market revenues. Reproduced with permission. 177 Copyright 2018, Springer Nature.

orientation and location, cost and utility issues, appropriate safety and building codes, electrical loads, etc.145 Semitransparent PSMs are emerging because this device exhibits many unique features like flexibility, aesthetics, etc., which make
them promising contestants for several BIPV products.160,184–186 Unlike rooftopmounted PV modules,187 flexible PSMs (ppw: 23 Wg-1) can be used as BIPVs by
providing aesthetics, curtain walls, and solar tiles as flexible-lamination-like qualities. The ppw value of 23 Wg-1 of flexible PSCs has outclassed the ppw of traditional
c-Si, which is in the range of 0.1–1 Wg-1.36 The amount of sunlight entering the building can be managed and controlled through the concept of solar glazing, which is
the combination of glass and PVs to form outer windows for buildings.188–190
PSMs can be assimilated to solar-glazing windows to provide semitransparency and
flexibility over the scheme.36,191,192 Ceramic tiles and gravels can be replaced with
lightweight PSMs while providing feasible and aesthetic roofing solutions for
BIPVs.39,193 Although c-Si-based modules are available in the current market, they
do not offer an economical cost-to-performance ratio. PSCs were reported to be integrated into intelligent outer-wall windows for light management and into solar
cells for electricity production.194 Two different and optimized devices were proposed for said applications, respectively, as shown in Figures 9A and 9B.184 Another
thermochromic PSC as a PV window was reported through the transitional phase
from transparent (81.7%) to less transparent (35.4%) perovskite phases of an all-inorganic CsPbBrxI3-x PAL with 7% PCE.71 PSMs can be integrated into glass façades,
which are glass laminates made durable against breakage via polymeric interlayers
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(polyvinyl butyral [PVB]), ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA), etc.195 Curtain walls are an envelope of the nonstructural outer wall that can bear weight with a load endurance
imposed by air and seismic activities like external forces.196 Ventilated curtain walls
provide the buildings with a heat-dissipation design, as shown in Figure 9C. A cold
façade system includes a cladding panel and an air gap for which air ventilation occurs through the air openings.145,196 The conventional lamination process is about to
be replaced with the implementation of perovskite foils, which can be placed in between the two glass layers to save them from degradation factors like humidity,
moisture, and UV irradiation. Simulation-based results showed that buildings equipped with dynamic façades have the potential to achieve a higher degree of self-sufficient energy compared with static envelopes, which in turn fulfill the electricity
demand of buildings with on-site PV systems.177,197
The realization of BIPV projects is prevented when the financial considerations
become the formative aspect. The only remedy for cost reduction is increasing the
number of projects and introducing higher module-production volumes. Ballif
et al.,177 through their statistical analyses, predicted the 2026 commercial
market revenues for global BIPVs based on glass, roofing, and walling, as shown
in Figure 9D, thanks to the escalating social awareness of energy issues, which
shifted the mindset of the PV business community toward BIPVs and by which new
prospects for architectural design are foreseeable shortly.
Agrivoltaics
A newly generated terminology of agro-PVs or alias agrivoltaics (AgV) received
attention in discussions after presenting huge potentials for their corresponding
deployment. AgV has contributed an enormous potential through energy models,
which could reduce the global energy demand through conversion of <1% agriculture land into AgV.198–200 PSC technology is versatile for active material tunability to
stimulate different plants’ spectral profiles. Besides PSCs, organic solar cells (OSCs)
and dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) also offered friendly bidding to low-cost modules with suppressed carbon emissions.201,202
Taking a closer insight into proposed AgV systems, one must care about three phenomena involved, i.e., photosynthesis, greenhouse heating, and PVs. Photosynthesis can be operational within the 400- to 700-nm-wavelength region, which is
also termed photosynthetically active radiation (PAR). BIPVs, in principle, work to
maintain plant photosynthesis and convert high-energy photons to electricity
through PV effects while reducing the water assimilation in irrigation systems.203
BIPVs with a suitable spectral profile should be integrated for this greenhouse project.204 PSCs have enormous potential for this field application as the wide-bandgap
(2–2.3 eV) perovskite materials (Br-rich), i.e., MAPbBr3, CsPbBr3, and FAPbBr3,
CsPbIBr2, etc., usually have absorption ranges from 300 to 550 nm and transmit
visible photons from the 550- to 800-nm region.205–209 To date, the application
area of AgV is not well explored. There are few reports regarding PSC integration
into AgV except for an outstanding and exclusive study by Waqas et al.188 They proposed a theoretical design for the dual purpose of greenhouse heating and PV: the
wide-bandgap MAPbBr3-based PSC to be deployed as a BIPV for agricultural land.
The key idea was to harness PV energy conversion and photosynthesis, respectively,
through the short-wavelength region (300–550 nm) with energetic photons and the
long-wavelength region (550–800 nm) has less energetic photons with high photonnumber density.210 The visible electromagnetic spectrum (EM) region consists of
three sub-regions, depending upon the photon number density, i.e., 17.8%,
28.2%, and 54.0% of the total number of photons. The region beyond 800 nm
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Figure 10. PSC deployment into agrivoltaics applications
(A) The absorption spectrum of wide-bandgap perovskite with solar irradiance photon flux as a function of wavelength. Reproduced with permission. 188
Copyright 2019, Elsevier.
(B) Bandgap values for different perovskite compositions. Reproduced with permission. 202 Copyright 2020, Elsevier.
(C) Schematics of PSM-based roof designs for PV and greenhouse. Reproduced with permission. 188 Copyright 2019, Elsevier.
(D) Photographs taken without the counter electrode (left) through PSCs (right) without PSCs. Reproduced with permission. 188 Copyright 2019, Elsevier.

may be suitable for temperature control in greenhouse heating. Figure 10A represents the whereabouts of the proposed strategy for different EM regions. Widebandgap perovskite photoactive materials (Figure 10B) are also immune to photothermal conversion and lattice phonons caused by shortwave radiation compared
with narrow-bandgap perovskites.202 Lesser phonon formation also indicates
enhanced PV performance and photostability of PSCs. Figure 10C represents the
proposed practical demonstration of this strategy for the final AgV-system perspective with the red roof of wide-bandgap PAL-based PSMs. Figure 10D represents
photographs taken through the PSC device without a counter electrode to keep
the transparency, as the metallic counter electrode will lower the desired transparency of the overall PSM stack. To keep the transparency for real-time PSM devices
in AgV systems, TCOs, organic polymers with high conductivity, etc., can be opted
as counter electrodes, which have already been investigated and deployed as
counter electrodes in OPVs, DSSCs, and PSCs.211–213 Both BIPV and AgV applications would close contact with humans. They must endure standard outdoor temperature-illumination-humidity mishmashes and harsh environments, which may cause
the degradation of the PAL and especially Pb. Pb residuals in the case of degradation would be hazardous to humans, causing Pb toxicity, which requires serious considerations for its management and residual recycling. Several strategies have
already degraded the toxicity of Pb residuals, including (1) the inclusion of waterinsoluble complexes and organic ligands into PALs to provide strong coordination
with Pb complexes and avoid the rise of mid-gap states and minority phases within
perovskite lattice. (2) The deployment of mixed-halide (triple-anion) perovskites into
the PSC devices is also a nice choice to address Pb leakage from PALs, as the Cl can
coordinate with Pb at respective sites to avoid its minority phases and, hence, to
improve PSC-device performance.214–217 (3) Mixed cations Sn-Pb,218,219 (4) molten
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salts of CuSCN and KCN,220–222 (5) polymeric and hydrophobic layers,223–225 (6)
metal oleates and complexes,226–228 (7) surface passivation with 2D-capping
layers,229,230 (8) encapsulation of PALs,231,232 etc., can also be used. Most recently,
Chen et al.233 reported the most-wanted study of Pb and transparent-oxide recycling and management to avoid the hazards of the notorious toxicity of Pb. They
adopted a strategy of weakly acidic cation-exchange resin, i.e., carboxylic acid
cation exchange as Pb adsorbent with thermal delamination to expose PALs. The
acidic resin adsorbed Pb ions from organic solvents and cleaned these ions very efficiently through the ion-exchange process between Pb2+ and H+ ions. Further, the Pb
was precipitated, i.e., Pb(NO3)2, the aqueous solution, and recrystallized to yield
PbI2. Strongly acidic cation strategies (sulfonic acid) were previously reported for
Pb2+ recycling,234,235 but the weak acidic approach by Chen et al. is more efficient,
with a recycling efficiency of up to 99.2%. The recycled Pb was deployed further to
synthesize the PSC device, which yielded a comparable PCE to fresh PSC, proving
this facile route to be very beneficial and cost effective when integrated over large
areas and industrial-scale PSMs.233
Indoor light harvesting
PSCs have shown solid potential to manage the solar light from outside the sidewalls
into the buildings.188–190 PSCs were already being investigated for their potential for
efficient light management.236–238 The power density of indoor light (ambient light)
is a thousand times lesser than 1-sun (1.5 AM) light irradiation, which is usually
termed 1,000 lux (fluorescent or LED lights), as standard testing for indoor PV devices.239,240 The light emission can be managed and converted to other applicable
energy-harnessing schemes such as doorbells, office calculators, smart-switching
devices, photodetectors, etc. These are altogether termed the internet of things
(IoT). These devices require significantly little photon energy for their indoor operations. PSCs with wide-bandgap compositions (single cation and excess in Br) are
emerging candidates that can work with SPOs under indoor operations.
IoT
IoT-based innovative systems with low energy consumption are rapidly becoming
adaptable worldwide. Their industrial predictions indicate that they are supposed
to reach 75 billion devices by the year 2025, as statistically represented in Figure 11A.241 IoT-based devices include sensors, actuators, photodetectors, communication routers, wireless nodes, small displays, etc., requiring nano- to milli-watts of
power for their intelligent operation in sleep modes (Figure 11B).242 Such small magnitudes of power can be provided to devices through optimized indoor light management.243–245 IoT-linked intelligent devices can provide modern-day construction
environments with smart connectivity and sensing solutions.246,247 PSCs were reported to obtain the best comparative device efficiencies of up to 36.2% under indoor light irradiation from a fluorescent lamp of 1,000 lux compared with other PV
technologies.248 This pioneering work demonstrated PSC fabrication to work under
dim light and to yield a PCE of about 27% under 1,000 lux of irradiation. The unusual
trap-assisted degradation phenomenon caused by the low-power light irradiation
was dissimilar to PSC operations under 1.5 AM irradiation. These strange trap states
were successfully suppressed by inserting the MgO interlayer at the ETL/PAL interface of p-i-n PSCs and presented an excellent PCE output of 26.9% under 400 lux.249
PCE for indoor light-tested PSCs was raised to 27% under 2,000 lux through the
novel idea of the knife-assisted recrystallization process adopted under room-temperature ambience.250 An HTL-free PSC of an area of 5 3 5 cm2 was developed to
yield the maximum power densities (Pmax) of 19.9 and 115.6 mWcm-2 under 200
and 1,000 lux, respectively.251 The best-reported PCE for indoor light-tested PSCs
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Figure 11. Prospects and opportunities for PSCs’ integration into the internet of things
(A) Statistical view of internet of things (IoT)-linked devices worldwide from 2015 to 2025.
(B) Average power consumption for various IoT-linked technologies.
(C) Energy band offset for triple anion PALs with respective energy levels. Reproduced with permission. 249 Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
(D) Solar spectrum (red), fluorescent light 2,700 K (orange), and IPCE curve (black) of MAPbI 3 -based PSCs. Reproduced with permission. 249 Copyright
2019, Wiley-VCH.
(E) PCE statistics for various PSCs under 1-sun and indoor light conditions. Reproduced with permission. 249 Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.

was 36.2% under 1,000 lux fluorescent illumination, attained through triple anion’s
compositional engineering (I2-xBrClx) perovskite recipe. The Cl inclusion besides I
and Br suppressed the trap-assisted carrier recombination under low-intensity
light.252 The overall PSC device retained up to 95% of the initial PCE for over
2,000 h of continuous illumination.250 Figures 11C–11E represent the energy levels
for different PAL compositions together with CTLs and collection electrodes, incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE)-, solar-, and fluorescent-light
spectra, and PCE statistics for other optimized devices under standard and indoor
light conditions.250
PSM-enhanced IoT-connected devices will occupy the PV market shortly, so swift
research turns are required to empower this industrial opportunity over others.253
Wide-bandgap, all-inorganic PALs having mixed-halide compositions with admirable endurance against degradation factors would be excellent choices to deploy
in PSMs for IoT applications. For a credible prospect of this technology, an errorfree theoretical model should be designed to set the device targets. Upcoming
research will increase and merge materials, encapsulations, device architectures,
incident light sources, etc. There is no doubt that PSC-enhanced IoT-linked devices
will be a game changer for the PV market shortly.
Maturity point
To differentiate various industrial- and utility-scale PV technologies against their
economic potentials, levelized cost of energy (LCOE) is considered the primary
parameter or factor. LCOE explains PV technologies’ cost-performance evaluations
(cost per kWh, against lifetime) beyond energy payback potential.111 The PCE of
PSMs with assembling and installation costs and a module’s lifetime decide the
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Figure 12. Cost analysis against the performance and stability of PSC technology
(A) The golden triangle for solar-cell performance against cost and stability. Reproduced with permission. 258 Copyright 2018, Springer Nature.
(B) Comparison between PSM and Si modules based on the golden triangle. Reproduced with permission. 258 Copyright 2018, Springer Nature.

LCOE. PSM’s expansion to the GW scale requires consideration of any fundamental
constraints that might be characteristic for a given technology, such as raw-materials
availability or large-scale coating of thin film, which may provide operational stability
for general devised applications. Several studies regarding the cost-performance
analysis for PSMs presented cost models based on different hypothesized device
stacks and production line flows.111,254,255 These studies posed the cost advantages
of PSMs over other PV technologies.256 Besides operational stability and efficiency,
manufacturing PSM costs are also considered a crucial factor. These three vital entities are termed a golden triangle by Yang et al.,257 and an illustration of this can
be found in Figure 12A. To date, the champion PCE for Si-module is 21% with a
25-year lifetime at the cost of 0.3 $W-1, while the PSM has attained a champion
PCE of 18.4% with the stability of over 1 year by a price of around 0.12 $W-1, as
shown in Figure 12B.257 However, critical analyses over the reported cost models
are required because some of the device configurations examined may not be
compatible with scalable fabrication methods. This directs the necessity to explore
novel device stacks and material structures for scalable PSM deployment, with difficulties in realizing cost assessment at this promising transition stage of PSC technology. In the foreseeable future, technological diversification might be highly desired.
It is unlikely that single PSC technology may capture the whole market, as there are
several other techno-economic challenges left to address. In the context of terawattscale energy production and the development of a sustainable PV economy, the cost
of production and refurbishing or disposing of any PV must also be considered.

CHALLENGES AND OUTLOOK
To improve PCE and operational stability, PSC devices still need more research efforts at lab- and module scales. Perovskite composition and solvent systems are the
main factors to control the crystallographic and morphological properties for solution-based deposition of PALs at PSM levels and so must be dealt rationally. Due
to deviations in material-processing properties, the material transfer to a scalable
production line requires more effort in process engineering, as perovskite compositions are more complex to achieve high efficiency and stability at PSC and PSM
scales. Lab-scale advances are also needed to support PSM development steps unless or until a unique mass-production technique is successfully adopted. To place
PSMs into commercialization pathways, the scalability of all contact (ETL, HTL) and
collection layers (front and back electrodes) together with a reliable module interconnection scheme are also required. Several vital challenges discussed are (1) a
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cost-effective and facile deposition route for PSM fabrication, (2) nontoxic material
deployment into devices for green and environmentally friendly energy conversions,
and (3) feasible PSM device architectures for their integration into industrial
applications.
Furthermore, FA and Sn included PAL compositions with low dimensional 2D and
2D/3D mixed PALs need serious considerations against device integration to PSM
levels, with the encapsulants having self-healing properties. PSMs based on the
all-inorganic PALs should also be developed for potential industrial integrations,
especially in AgV and the IoT. Challenges may soon be complicated further because
the standard device architecture has not yet been identified, which can satisfy the
standardized device protocols (ISOS) set for operational efficiency stability at the
module level,109 nor have IEC test standards for the encapsulated device.162,170,258
Nonetheless, a devised theoretical model is in its hour of need to calibrate the material optimization and compositional adjustments to specify the device for industrial
employment. The PSM devices should also be tested under outdoor real-world environments with different humidities, temperatures, and air currents to provide realtime-based commercialization protocols and standards.
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